
Federate
SEKOIA.IO XDR integrates 
easily and quickly into your 
security system to provide 
360° coverages in only a 
few minutes.

Detect
Our rule catalogue combines 
multi-source behavior cor-
relation, anomaly detection 
and proprietary cyber threat 
intelligence.

Respond
The management of your 
Information System Security 
is centralised from a single 
console. Real-time detection 
allows you to react imme-
diately against any form of 
threat.

InvestigateSimplify Automate
A wide range of automations 
frees analysts from repetitive 
tasks. Create your own play-
books for an even more
personalised response.

Amplify the impact of your 
analysts by easily manipu-
lating terabytes of data to 
search, correlate, and enrich 
all your events and identify 
potential threats.

The analyst’s experience is 
at the heart of SEKOIA.IO. 
It allows users to instantly 
take control of the tool  
and increase their efficiency 
by a factor of 10.

One view.
Total control.
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Hunting threats, not false positives

Detection efficiency

•  Intelligence-led real time detection
•  Billions of events processed per 

day
•  A hunt for active and undocu-

mented threats   

Our three different detection 
engines eliminate false posi-
tives to focus your operations 
on proven threats.

Relevance of response

• �MTTD�<�3s�(from�the�an�event�
collection to the triggering of an 
alert) 

• �MTTR�<�5s�(from�alert�initiation�
to resolution) 

• Pre-filled remediation processes 

You can automate or manually 
perform the different actions 
of your responses: isolation, 
investigation and remediation.

Performance

Make your analysts’ work easier

A platform that adapts to users, not the  
other way around. The tool is entirely  
designed to make operations more fluid and 
simpler and to divide the workload by 3.

Gain bandwidth

Automation saves valuable time in the 
pre-qualification sorting and enriching 
alerts. You can then concentrate on  
actions where the human element is really 
essential.

Keep your budget under control

At SEKOIA.IO there are no surprises, the 
pricing only depends on one thing: the 
number of physical or virtual machines you 
want to cover. 

Optimization

Integrate any tool

Our unrivalled integration capabilities 
allow you to connect all your equipment, 
regardless of its source. This means you 
can capitalise on your existing system 
and upgrade it easily.

Track all your data

Control of your data is paramount, which is 
why the platform’s interoperability facili-
tates your investigations, simplifies audits 
and avoids vendor lock-in by ensuring the 
portability of your data.

Deploy quickly

A Plug & Play solution that can be deployed 
between 12 and 72 hours, ideal for occa-
sional supervision and for taking advantage 
of a particularly fast time to value.

Agility


